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Abstract— Applying suction grippers in unstructured envi-
ronments is a challenging task because of depth and tilt errors
in vision systems, requiring additional costs in elaborate sensing
and control. To reduce additional costs, suction grippers with
compliant bodies or mechanisms have been proposed; however,
their bulkiness and limited allowable error hinder their use
in complex environments with large errors. Here, we propose
a compact suction gripper that can pick objects over a wide
range of distances and tilt angles without elaborate sensing and
control. The spring-inserted gripper body deploys and conforms
to distant and tilted objects until the suction cup completely
seals with the object and retracts immediately after, while
holding the object. This seamless deployment and retraction
is enabled by connecting the gripper body and suction cup to
the same vacuum source, which couples the vacuum picking and
retraction of the gripper body. Experimental results validated
that the proposed gripper can pick objects within 79 mm, which
is 1.4 times the initial length, and can pick objects with tilt
angles up to 60°. The feasibility of the gripper was verified by
demonstrations, including picking objects of different heights
from the same picking height and the bin picking of transparent
objects.

Index Terms— Soft robot applications, grippers and other
end-effectors, deployable mechanism, physical intelligence, un-
structured environment.

I. INTRODUCTION
Suction grippers have been widely used for pick-and-

place tasks due to their robustness, versatility, and high
operating speed [1]–[3]. With growing demand for automatic
picking systems in unstructured environments, recent studies
on suction grippers focus not only on picking in highly-
structured environments such as factory lines but also on
picking in cluttered or unstructured real-world environments
including bin picking [4], warehouse picking [5], and food
handling [6], [7].

While identifying the exact location of an object is impor-
tant for reliable picking, recognizing the accurate distance
and tilt angle between the suction gripper and object remains
a challenge when picking in unstructured environments. The
errors in the depth and tilt data obtained from vision systems
can be up to tens of centimeters and degrees, respectively,
due to factors such as transparency, reflectiveness, lack of
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texture, black object color [8]–[11], background illumination
[12], [13], or occlusion by the gripper [14], [15]. These
depth and tilt errors lower the reliability of picking, as
approaching at an improper distance or angle results in the
failure of picking, or damages the object [16], [17]. Studies
have been conducted to solve this reliability problem using
computational algorithms, machine learning [18], [19], or
by using vision systems in combination with tactile sensors
to measure and correct the depth and tilt errors [14], [20].
However, additional costs are incurred for additional sensor
and control systems or complex algorithms.

To reduce vision, sensing, or control costs, grippers that
can offload system complexities onto intelligent mechanical
designs based on ‘physical intelligence’ have been developed
[21], [22]. Grippers with physical intelligence can improve
the reliability of picking by conforming to various shapes
and sizes of objects [23]–[25] or misaligned objects [23],
[26], [27] through the compliance of the end effector. To
alleviate the depth errors with physical intelligence, vacuum
cylinders can be used [28], which operate by pushing the
suction cup forward and pulling it back when a suction seal
is formed. However, vacuum cylinders cannot compensate for
tilt errors due to the rigidity of the cylinders, and because
they occupy several times the space required for their stroke
when at rest, rendering the system bulky. On the other hand,
bellows suction cups can mitigate both depth and tilt errors,
because their bellows-shaped body conforms to the object
by folding in response to object contact [29], [30]. However,
the allowable depth error, which is determined by the length
of the bellows-shaped body, is difficult to be designed for
more than a few centimeters due to the risk of uncontracted
bellows-shaped body colliding with environment.

In this letter, we developed a compliant deployable suc-
tion gripper with a compact structure that enables reliable
picking against a wide range of depth and tilt errors, with-
out additional sensing and control. The proposed gripper
longitudinally deploys its compliant body while conforming
to a distant or tilted object, and retracts while holding
the object as soon as the suction cup seals against the
object as shown in Fig. 1. The gripper remains contracted
after releasing the object to be in a compact form when
not in operation. There are two key enabling technologies
for gripper motion. The deployable and bendable spring-
inserted gripper body enables conforming to distant and tilted
objects. Connecting the gripper body and suction cup to
the same vacuum source enables seamless deployment and
retraction by coupling the vacuum picking and retraction
of the gripper body. With these enabling technologies, the
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Fig. 1. Proposed suction gripper picking up a distant object through
seamless deployment and retraction.

proposed gripper compensates for depth and tilt errors up to
79mm and 60 degrees which are six and two times larger,
respectively, compared to the bellows suction cup of similar
length to the proposed gripper. The proposed gripper picks
up objects within 1.2 seconds of cycle time due to fast and
seamless deployment and retraction, and picks up objects
weighing up to 4400g, also having robustness verified by
1000 cycles of repeatability test. The picking ability of the
proposed gripper against depth and tilt errors was verified
by demonstrations, including picking objects with different
heights from the same picking height and bin picking of
transparent objects. Furthermore, the gripper was applied to
depalletizing tasks in which the number of grippers does
not match the number of objects arranged on each layer.
Additionally, a gripper with extended stroke of 140mm was
applied to pick objects in narrow, deep spaces, which cannot
be reached by manipulators.

The rest of this letter is organized as follows: Section II
describes two major designs: pneumatic line design and the
mechanical design of the gripper. Section III presents the the-
oretical modeling of the allowable depth errors and picking
force of the gripper. Section IV presents the experimental
verification of the performance of the gripper. Section V
presents the demonstrations of the proposed gripper. Section
VI concludes the letter.

II. MECHANICAL DESIGN AND FABRICATION

A. Overall Structure and Picking Strategy

To pick up objects against depth and tilt errors, the
proposed gripper was designed to deploy longitudinally and
retract while holding the object as soon as the gripper seals
against the object. The key design requirement for this
gripper operation was a system that enables seamless deploy-
ment and retraction without sensors, which was facilitated
by structurally embedding the operation sequence into the
proposed gripper and pneumatic circuit.

The overall structure of the gripper system is shown in
Fig. 2(a). The proposed gripper comprised two concentric
cylindrical chambers, where the outer and inner chambers
are termed as the spring-inserted gripper body and spring-
inserted air tube, respectively. The gripper body retracts and
deploys when negative pressure is applied or released, and

the air tube provides the airway to the suction cup. The
pneumatic circuit included a vacuum pump (N035AN.18,
KNF Neuberger Inc.) and a 3-way solenoid valve (UV307-
4LL, Shinyeong Mechatronics Co., Ltd.). In the circuit, the
gripper body was directly connected to the vacuum pump
and the air tube was connected to the pump or atmosphere
through the 3-way valve.

The picking strategy utilizing a pneumatic circuit and
deployable gripper is illustrated in Fig. 2 (b). First, in the
‘ready-to-pick’ stage, the valve connects the suction cup and
the atmosphere. The gripper body becomes a closed space
connected to the vacuum pump; therefore, the gripper body is
vacuumized by the pump and contracted. The gripper moves
to the picking stage when the valve switches and connects the
suction cup and gripper body. Thereafter, the gripper body is
connected to the atmosphere through the suction cup, so the
sealing is released and the body deploys. When the suction
cup contacts and seals with the object, the entire space inside
the gripper is vacuumized, and the gripper body retracts
immediately, while the suction cup holds the object. Finally,
when the valve switches and connects the suction cup to the
atmosphere, the gripper returns to the ready-to-pick stage.
The suction cup places the object down, and the gripper body
remains contracted. Connecting the suction cup and gripper
body to the same vacuum source throughout the picking stage
enables seamless deployment and retraction without sensors,
and disconnecting the suction cup and gripper body when
releasing the object enables the gripper to contract when not
in use.

B. Gripper Design

The gripper body was designed as a compressible spring
enclosed in a cylindrical LDPE film for the following rea-
sons: First, the gripper can be deployed at a high speed due
to the restoring force of the spring. Second, the spring is
bendable; therefore, the gripper can conform to tilted objects
during deployment. Finally, the longitudinally compressible
and radially incompressible characteristics of the spring
allow the gripper to retract effectively in the longitudinal
direction.

The spring-inserted air tube should retain the airway even
when the gripper retracts, and should not interfere with the
operation of the gripper. When this airway is connected
outside the gripper body through a pneumatic hose, the hose
can disturb the gripper operation in unstructured environ-
ments. Therefore, in the proposed gripper, the airway was
built inside the gripper body with a compressible spring
encased in a cylindrical LDPE film with the same structure as
the gripper body. The radial incompressibility of the spring
prevents airway clogging during the retraction. To prevent the
air tube from affecting the movement of the gripper body, the
wire diameter of the spring in the air tube was determined
to be 0.5 mm, which is the thinnest to be manufactured.

C. Gripper Fabrication

The upper and lower end-caps were 3D printed using
OBJET30 Dental Prime (Stratasys Ltd.). The outer and inner



Fig. 2. Design and strategy of the proposed gripper. (a) Overall structure of the proposed gripper system: the system comprises a gripper containing two
concentric chambers and a pneumatic circuit connected to the gripper. (b) Picking strategy of the gripper: (i) the gripper is contracted in the ready-to-pick
stage; (ii) the gripper moves on to the picking stage when the valve switches, and seamlessly deploys and retracts to pick up an object.

Fig. 3. Fabrication process of the proposed gripper: (a) Assembling the
inner spring, inner LDPE film, and the lower end-cap; (b) sealing process
using instant adhesive and casting resin; (c) assembling the outer spring
and the upper end-cap; (d) sealing the outer LDPE film and plugging in the
suction cup.

LDPE films are fabricated by heat-pressing two 60 µm thick
planar LDPE sheets at 230 ◦C. Fig. 3 shows the overall
fabrication process of the gripper. First, the inner spring was
inserted into the inner LDPE film. The inner LDPE film
and the lower end-cap were sealed with instant adhesive
(Permabond 2050, Permabond Engineering Adhesives Ltd.),
and a cyanoacrylate activator (Permabond CSA-NF, Per-
mabond Engineering Adhesives Ltd.) was used to promote a
faster cure. Additional sealing was performed using casting
resin (TASK™ 2, Smooth-on Inc.) to prevent possible air
leak from the sealed components. The casting resin was
poured into an end-cap and cured at room temperature for
an hour. Subsequently, the outer spring was inserted, and the
assembled parts were covered and sealed with an upper end-
cap. The assembled parts were placed in the outer LDPE
film, which was sealed with the upper and lower end-caps

using the same sealing process. Finally, the suction cup was
placed at the connection part of the lower end-cap.

III. MODELING

To analyze the picking ability of the proposed gripper
according to the depth error, two analytical models were de-
vised: the picking distance range from objects for successful
picking and the maximum picking force according to the
distance from the object.

A. Picking distance range

To analyze the allowable depth error, that is, the picking
distance range for the gripper to successfully pick up an
object, the maximum and minimum distances were modeled.
The distance was defined as the distance between the upper
surface of the upper end-cap and the upper surface of the
object.

The minimum distance (dmin) is the maximum contracted
length of the gripper. Two cases of minimum distance
exist: the gripper contracts until the restoring force of the
spring and contracting force caused by the vacuum are in
equilibrium (1); the gripper contracts completely when the
maximum restoring force of the spring is weaker than the
contracting force (2).

dmin = L− PatmAb

kb
+ hendcap + hsuction (1)

dmin = ntspring + 2(n− 1)tfilm + hendcap + hsuction (2)

where hendcap is the sum of the heights of the two end-caps,
hsuction is the height of the suction cup, tspring is the wire
diameter of the spring, and tfilm is the LDPE film thickness.

The maximum distance (dmax) was defined as the fully
deployed length of the gripper. Fig. 4 shows the schematic of
the fully deployed gripper at the steady state. A pressure drop
occurs from Patm to Pb along the spring-inserted air tube
and polyurethane (PU) tube 1© due to the airflow, whereas



Fig. 4. Schematic of the gripper system at the fully-deployed steady-state.

the pressure inside the gripper body and the PU tube 2© are
constant with Pb because of the lack of airflow along this
path. The fully deployed length is smaller than the initial
length, L, due to the contraction caused by the pressure
difference (∆P ) between the inside (Pb) and outside (Patm)
of the gripper body.

Assuming that the air is incompressible and that the effects
of gravity and minor losses due to the elbow, fittings, and
valves are negligible, the pressure drop due to airflow is
generally derived as follows (Equation (6.10) in [31]):

∆P

ρg
= hf =

8fLtQ
2

π2gD5
(3)

where ρ is density of air, hf is head loss, f is friction
factor of the air tube, Lt is the length of tube, Q is the flow
rate of air, and D is the tube diameter. The pressure drop
along the spring-inserted air tube was ignored, because it was
approximately 200 times smaller than the pressure drop along
the PU tube based on (3), due to the difference between the
diameter and length. From the minimum Reynolds number
in the range of Q, which varies from 4–14 L/min, the friction
factor can be obtained as follows:

ReD,min = ρV D2

µ = 4ρQmin

µπD2
= 4453.3 (4)

1
f1/2 ≈ −1.8log

[
6.9
ReD

+
(
ε/D2

3.7

)1.11
]

(5)

where V is airflow speed, µ is the specific gravity of air,
and ε is the roughness value of the tube. By substituting (4)
and (5) into (3), δP is obtained and dmax can be derived as
follows:

dmax = L− ∆PAb

kb
+ hendcap + hsuction (6)

B. Maximum Picking Force

The maximum picking force exerted by the gripper ac-
cording to the distance from the object was analyzed. The
configuration and free-body diagram of the gripper body
and suction cup when it is in contact with the object are
shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b). We assumed that the weights
of the spring and other components of the gripper were
negligible throughout the picking process. In this paper, the
force applied by the gripper body to lift the object is called
the lifting force Fb, and that applied by the suction cup on
the object is called the holding force Fs. The lifting and
holding forces satisfy the following equation and inequality:

Fb = (Patm − Pb)Ab − kb(L− l) (7)

Fs ≤ (Patm − Ps)As (8)

where Patm is the atmospheric pressure; Pb, Ps, Ab, and
As are the internal pressure and effective area of the gripper
body and suction cup, respectively; kb is the coefficient of
spring; and L and l are the initial and current lengths of the
spring, respectively.

For the gripper to lift an object without dropping it, the
following condition should be satisfied:

min(Fb,max, Fs,max) ≥ mg (9)

where m is the weight of the object, Fs,max and Fb,max
are the forces when the internal pressure is closest to the
vacuum. This is because the gripper cannot retract or drop the
object when the weight of the object exceeds the minimum of
Fs,max and Fb,max, which is therefore the maximum picking
force of the gripper.
Fs,max and Fb,max have linear relationship with the effec-

tive areas of the suction cup and gripper body, respectively,
as expressed in (7) and (8). The effective area of the
suction cup is constant regardless of the distance from the
object, however, that of the gripper body decreases as the
gripper approaches the object. This is because the LDPE
film slacks and sticks to the upper and lower end-caps during
gripper retraction (Fig. 5(c)) [32]. Therefore, to analyze the
maximum picking force, the effective area of the gripper
body was modeled according to the distance between the
suction cup and object.

The effective area model was based on one fundamental
condition called the contact condition: the film contacted
tangentially to the upper and lower end-caps and spring.
According to the initial length of the film (l1), there are three
film configurations (Fig. 5(d)): non-contact, single contact,
and double contact. The non-contact state indicates that the
film and lower end-cap lacked contact; the single contact
state means that the film and lower end-cap are in contact;
and the double contact state means that the film completely
wraps around the spring and they are in contact with each
other. The boundary value of l1 between states is derived as
follows:

ln,s =
((

l′1
2+t+1
2l′1

) (
θn,s + π

2

))
+
tθn.s

2
(10)

ls,d = 1
2 (t
(
θs,d + 1 + sin

(
θs,d − π

2

))
+l′1

(
θs,d + π

2 + sin
(
θs,d − π

2

))
+ 1

(11)

where ln,s and ls,d are the boundary values between the
non-contact and single contact states, and between the single
and the double contact states, respectively; l′1 is the distance
between the cross section of the spring and lower end-cap;
θn,s and θs,d are the angles at which the film wraps around
the spring and are derived as follows:

θn,s = cos−1

(
(tspring/2)+1

((l′1
2+t+1)/2l′1)+(tspring/2)

)
(12)

θs,d = π − sin−1

(
l′1

l′1 + tspring

)
(13)



Fig. 5. (a) Configuration of the gripper body when the suction cup is in contact with an object. (b) Free body diagram of the gripper body, suction cup,
and the object. (c) Configuration of the film that contacts the lower end-cap as the gripper body retracts. (d) Three states of film configurations during
retraction: non-contact, single contact, and double contact states. (e) Top-view of lower end-cap while film contacts to the end-cap: the gray area indicates
the contact area.

The length of the film in contact with the lower end-cap,
which is called the contact distance (d) in this paper, is
derived using the following equations: r +

((
r + t

2

)
sinθ

)
− l′1 = 0

r
(
θ + π

2

)
+ t

2θ + d− l1 = 0
δ + t

2 −
(
r + t

2

)
cosθ − d = 0

(14)

d = 1
2

(
l1 − π

2 l
′
1 −

(
π
2 − 1

)
t+ δ

)
(15)

where r is the radius of the non-contact part of the film, θ is
the wrapped angle by film, and δ is the difference between
the radius of the outer spring and the end-cap. For the single
and double contact states, d is derived through (14) and (15),
respectively.

Because the spring is spirally formed, l1, l′1, and d vary
along the circumference of the end-cap (Fig. 5(e)). Therefore,
the effective area is obtained as follow:

Ae =

∫ 2π

0

1

2
(R− d)

2
dφ (16)

where Ae is the effective area and R is the radius of the
lower end-cap.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Picking Range

The picking range comprises the picking distance and
picking angle ranges, corresponding to the allowable depth
and tilt error, respectively. First, the picking distance range
according to the flow rate and spring constant of the gripper
was measured and compared with the modeling to validate
the robustness of the proposed gripper against depth error.
Four grippers with different outer-spring constants were
prepared, each with wire diameters of 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0
mm. The other parameters of the spring, including spring
constant k, are listed in Table 1.

TABLE I
SPRING PARAMETERS

Outer Spring Inner Spring
Free Length (L,mm) 150 150

Radius (Rs,mm) 15 5
Pitch (p,mm) 11.5 5.36

Wire Diameter (t, mm) 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 0.5
Spring Constant (k, N/m) 125 198 326 522 22.3

Fig. 6. Experimental verification for the picking distance range. (a)
Maximum and minimum distance and (b) deployment ratio of the gripper
according to the flow rate and the diameter of spring wire.

The picking distance range and deployment ratio, which
were calculated by dividing the fully deployed length by
the contracted length, are shown in Fig. 6. As the wire
diameter of the spring increased, both the contracted and
fully deployed lengths increased, because a thicker spring
applies a larger restoring force. In addition, as the flow rate
increased, the fully deployed length decreased due to the
pressure drop in the pneumatic line, as analyzed in Section
III; therefore, the deployment ratio decreased. Irrespective
of the spring constant and flow rate, the deployment ratio
of the gripper was within 1.5–3, due to the compact con-
figuration when not in operation. The analytical model and
experimental results of the maximum distance agreed within
a 7 mm error. However, the analytically predicted minimum
distance was smaller than the experimental results by up to
25 mm. This difference is because the proposed model could
not consider the effects of spring-inserted air tube and film
wrinkling, which prevents the gripper body from contracting
to maximum.

To validate the robustness of the gripper against tilt errors,
the success rate of picking up a 5 g plate lying on the
tilted structure for varying distance and tilt angle values was
measured. The distance to the object (ldist) is defined as
the distance between the upper surface of the gripper and
the center of the contact point, and the tilt angle (θtilt) is the
angle of the tilted structure from the horizontal line. Similarly
as in the previous experiment, four grippers of wire diameters
1.4, 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0 mm were prepared, and the picking was
repeated 10 times for each distance and tilt angle.



Fig. 7. Picking range experiment. (a) Experimental setup for the picking range test. (b) Success rate for picking distant and tilted object with the gripper
having (i) 1.4mm (ii) 1.6mm (iii) 1.8mm (iV) 2.0mm of wire diameter.

As shown in Fig. 7, for all four grippers, as the distance
increased, failure occurred at increasingly smaller tilt angles
because of the two failure modes. The first failure mode
primarily occurred for grippers with small spring constants,
where the suction cup could not reach the plate because of
the insufficient restoring force of the gripper for conforming
to the object. The second failure mode, primarily occurred
for grippers with large spring constants, where slip occurred
because of the insufficient friction force between the suction
cup and plate for stopping the rapidly deploying gripper.
Consequently, the gripper of wire diameter 1.6 mm showed
the widest picking range. For θtilt larger than 60◦, picking
failed for all grippers under the second failure mode because
of insufficient normal force to generate sufficient friction.

Fig. 8 summarizes the picking ability against the depth
and tilt errors of the proposed gripper, and compares it with
the flat and bellows suction cups. The allowable depth and
tilt error range of the flat and bellows suction cups were
measured using the same experimental setup used for the
proposed gripper. The allowable depth and tilt error of the
gripper were 140 mm and 60◦, respectively, which are two
to 26 times larger than those of the flat or bellows suction
cups, verifying the applicability of the proposed gripper.

B. Picking Force

The picking force was measured to determine the max-
imum weight of the object that the gripper could pick
according to the picking distance and spring constant. Fig.
9(a) shows the experimental setup. The picking force was
measured by lifting the fixed plate attached to the load cell
(333FDX, KTOYO). The pressure in the suction cup and
gripper body was measured using pressure sensors (ZSE30A-
C6H-C, SMC), and the flow rate was fixed at the maximum
value of 14 L/min. The gripper was attached to a linear guide
such that the distance to the object could be adjusted.

Fig. 9(b) shows the pressure data of the gripper body and
the force data measured by the load cell during the picking
force experiment. Starting with the contracted gripper ( 1©
in Fig. 9(b)), the gripper deployed and sealed with a fixed

Fig. 8. Allowable depth and tilt error of the proposed gripper compared
with the flat and bellows suction cups.

plate, and an upward force was applied to the load cell ( 2© in
Fig. 9(b)). The picking force was measured as the maximum
force in state 2©. To measure the spring constant of the
compressible spring built inside the gripper, the restoring
force of the spring was measured by connecting the inner and
outer chambers of the gripper to the atmosphere ( 3© in Fig.
9(b)). The experimental and modeling results for the picking
force are shown in Fig. 9(c). The picking force increases for
increasing distance or decreasing spring constant, because
the restoring force of the spring decreases, and the effective
area of the body increases. However, the picking force cannot
exceed 45 N (Fs,max), because the suction cup falls off from
the fixed plate. This situation can also be observed in the
raw data in Fig. 9(d), where the picking force drops to zero
as soon as it reaches Fs,max. Furthermore, increasing the
distance from the point where the suction cup starts to fall
off results in a decrease in the picking force, because the
suction cup cannot be tightly attached, and the effective area
decreases. The picking force model effectively represents the
experimental result, although a slight difference occurs due
to the buckling of the inner spring or the mass of the gripper,
which is not considered in the model.



Fig. 9. Picking force experiment. (a) Experimental setup for the picking
force test. (b) Raw data of the picking force experiment: the gripper is 1©
contracted, 2© deploys and pull the fixed plate upwards, and 3© releases it.
(c) Picking force according to the distance and spring constant compared
with the modeling results. (d) Raw data when the suction cup falls off from
the fixed plate.

C. Picking Speed and Reliability

To test the picking speed, the cycle time of the proposed
gripper was measured by using a gripper of wire diameter
1.6 mm. The cycle times for picking a 5 g plate at 65, 95,
and 125 mm were analyzed from the video captured at 60
fps. The pressure inside the suction cup and gripper body
were additionally measured. The observed cycle time was
within 1.2 s for all three distances (Fig. 10(a)). For farther
distances, picking required longer time.

Finally, we performed a reliability test (Fig. 10(b)). Pick-
ing and placing a thin plate of 5 g was repeated 1000 times
with a gripper of wire diameter 1.6 mm. The pressures
inside the suction cup and gripper body were measured to
monitor the picking state of the gripper. The cycle time of
the reliability test was sufficiently set to 3 s, 1.5 s each for
deploying and retracting, respectively. The maximum suction
cup pressure changed within 4.34 % during 1000 cycles,
but did not affect the gripper performance. The minimum
pressure inside the gripper body was maintained at -91 kPa
in each cycle, verifying entire sealing and stable picking.

V. DEMONSTRATIONS

To verify the feasibility of the proposed gripper, four
demonstrations on the gripper were conducted. The gripper
was able to pick objects of different heights from the same
picking height (Fig. 11(a)), eliminating the need for depth
sensing to pick up objects of different heights. Bin picking
of transparent objects is challenging, because vision systems
suffer from large depth and tilt errors due to the transparency
of objects. The gripper solves the bin-picking of transparent
dishes by conforming its body to distant and tilted dishes
(Fig. 11(b)).

Further extensions of the gripper allow the gripper to not
only pick up objects against depth and tilt errors but also
conduct versatile tasks. By extending the gripper in parallel

Fig. 10. (a) Cycle time experiment according to the distance to the object.
(b) Reliability test of 1000 cycles.

Fig. 11. Demonstrations on the proposed gripper. (a) Picking objects with
different height from the same picking height. (b) Bin picking of transparent
objects that cause large errors in depth sensing. (c) Solving depalletizing
task by simultaneously picking objects with different heights. (d) Warehouse
picking through a narrow, deep space.

using multiple grippers, the gripper can pick multiple objects
at different heights simultaneously, enabling depalletizing
despite the unmatched number of grippers (three) and objects
in each layer (four by four) (Fig. 11(c)). Finally, the extended
version of the gripper (140 mm stroke) can penetrate a
narrow, deep space that cannot be reached by a manipulator,
enabling warehouse picking in occluded environments (Fig.
11(d)).

VI. CONCLUSION

Our study proposed a longitudinally deployable and ini-
tially compact compliant suction gripper that reliably picks
objects over wide depth and tilt error ranges. Without
additional contact sensing, the proposed gripper can pick
objects at various distances and orientations by utilizing a



compliant body to conform to the object within the range
of deployment. We proposed a gripper body and pneumatic
circuit design that enable reliable picking, overcoming depth
and tilt errors; the picking by the proposed gripper according
to the depth error was analyzed using two analytical models
and experimentally validated. In addition, picking angle
range, maximum picking force, picking speed, and picking
reliability were experimentally measured. The feasibility
of picking with depth and tilt errors was verified through
two demonstrations and two additional demonstrations were
suggested.

Future work may include analytical investigation on tilt
angle to optimize the gripper design. Further parametric
studies on the thickness or material of the film enclosing the
spring would improve the gripper to be resistant to scratches
from the external environment. The characteristics of the
proposed gripper for robustly picking objects at various
distances and angles are expected to be advantageous for
mobile platforms such as drones, where the relative position
of the gripper and object dynamically changes. Therefore, we
expect the technology to be beneficial in static environments
with large vision sensing errors and in dynamic situations.
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